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Abstract

Deep learning recommendation models (DLRM) are extensively adopted to support many online services. Typical DLRM training frameworks adopt the parameter server (PS) in CPU servers to maintain memory-intensive embedding tables, and leverage GPU workers with embedding cache to accelerate compute-intensive neural network computation and enable fast embedding lookups. However, such distributed systems suffer from significant communication overhead caused by the embedding transmissions between workers and PS. Prior work reduces the number of cache embedding transmissions by compromising model accuracy, including oversampling hot embeddings or applying staleness-tolerant updates.

This paper reveals that many of such transmissions can be avoided given the predictability and infrequency natures of in-cache embedding accesses in distributed training. Based on this observation, we explore a new direction to accelerate distributed DLRM training without compromising model accuracy, i.e., embedding scheduling—with the core idea of proactively determining "where embeddings should be trained" and "which embeddings should be synchronized" to increase the cache hit rate and decrease unnecessary updates, thus achieving a low communication overhead. To realize this idea, we design Herald, a real-time embedding scheduler consisting of two main components: an adaptive location-aware inputs allocator to determine where embeddings should be trained and an optimal communication plan generator to determine which embeddings should be synchronized. Our experiments with real-world workloads show that Herald reduces 48%-89% embedding transmissions, leading up to 2.11× and up to 1.61× better performance with TCP and RDMA, respectively, over 100 Gbps Ethernet for end-to-end DLRM training.

1 Introduction

Deep learning-based recommendation systems have been extensively applied to a wide range of online services [9, 53], consuming significant infrastructure capacity and compute cycles across production datacenters [2]. Training a deep learning recommendation model (DLRM) poses challenges in both memory and computation. A typical DLRM (§2.1) consists of (1) embedding tables, which are large lookup tables that store millions to billions of semantic embedding vectors (embeddings for short) and consume a tremendous memory footprint (a few KB per embedding [29] and up to tens of GBs to TBs in total [30, 47, 52–54]), and (2) multi-layer perceptron (MLP), which makes up the dense model and contributes to most of the computation cycles. These hybrid requirements make it challenging to train a DLRM efficiently. Specifically, hardware accelerators notably GPUs, which are widely incorporated into deep learning training, can execute high-performance dense model computation, but fail to provide large enough memory capacity to fully support the embedding tables component.

To address this dilemma, a common practice [2, 21, 29, 38] separates dense model computations and embedding table operations (lookup and update) in DLRM training. It typically adopts the parameter server (PS) architecture [26] to maintain globally shared embeddings in memory-optimized and cost-effective CPU servers while leveraging GPUs to accelerate the dense model computation with data parallelism. GPU workers will further cache a few hot embeddings in their local memory to accelerate the embedding lookup operation. However, a single training sample may involve up to thousands of embeddings in production workloads [2]. A naive cache-enable system still suffers from significant communication overhead for embedding transmissions in bulk synchronous parallel (BSP) [12] training (§2.2), due to stale cached-embedding updates and embedding gradient synchronizations.

Prior efforts [3, 31] mitigate this communication overhead by reducing the number of embedding transmissions between workers and PS. They either oversample training data containing only hot embeddings with fast inter-server collective communication [3] or apply a staleness-tolerant embedding update manner [31]. Both approaches deviate from the vanilla BSP training and do not provide any theoretical guarantee of model accuracy. However, a high and stable model accuracy is critical in production. For example, even an order of 0.1% accuracy loss is intolerable in Meta recommendations [2]. Therefore, DLRM is more favorable to BSP training without a bias on training embeddings [34, 38].

In this paper, we explore a new direction, i.e., embedding scheduling (§3), to accelerate distributed DLRM training without compromising model accuracy. The core idea is to determine (1) where embeddings should be trained by distributing
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* Equal contribution.

1 In this paper, we refer to both the transmission of embedding value and the transmission of embedding gradient as embedding transmission.
batch training samples to likely cache-hitting workers and (2) which embeddings should be synchronized by identifying embeddings to be trained in upcoming iterations for a low communication overhead. These optimization opportunities come from two crucial characteristics of in-cache embedding accesses during the DLRM training.

- **Predictability:** since the embeddings required by training samples and the current cache snapshot of each worker are visible before the computation, the upcoming cache accesses and their results (hit or not) are predictable under a partition of batch samples.

- **Infrequency:** the physical accesses to most in-cache embeddings are infrequent enough that the popularity of an embedding may be less than the total number of training samples assigned to a worker in the entire training process. These two characteristics imply that with proactive embedding scheduling during the input generation, there exists a potential to train each infrequently accessed embedding in a fixed worker, respectively, which can effectively increase the cache hit rate and avoid unnecessary synchronizations for consistency (as this embedding is not required by other workers). Furthermore, our theoretical analysis proves that accelerating DLRM training with embedding scheduling can preserve the model consistency and hence the exactly same model accuracy as vanilla synchronous training.

When considering the whole DLRM training data flow, it is important to make the embedding scheduling decision in real time for two main reasons. First, production recommendation systems require online training from the streaming data for high-velocity inference queries [21, 29, 38]. Second, even for offline training, preparing scheduling decisions for the entire training process in advance is difficult, if not impossible, given the huge scheduling space and the unpredictable number of training iterations (and thus the number of scheduling decisions), which depends on the real-time evaluation result of the model. As a result, for offline training, we can only prepare the scheduling result for the early iterations, and we still need real-time scheduling for the rest training iterations.

Nevertheless, designing a real-time embedding scheduler is non-trivial. The scheduling budget, i.e., the available scheduling time, to conduct a scheduling decision for an iteration is limited, as the scheduling overhead should not be larger than the training time of an iteration to prevent introducing additional overhead when overlapping training and scheduling. Moreover, the scheduling budget varies among different workloads and training settings, so the embedding scheduler must be adaptive to different training tasks.

To this end, we propose Herald, a real-time embedding scheduler that leverages information including the required embeddings of input samples and the locations of those embeddings, to reduce embedding transmissions and thus achieve efficient DLRM training. Herald addresses the above challenges with a decoupling idea. Specifically, it determines "where embeddings should be trained" via an adaptive location-aware inputs allocation (LAIA) algorithm. The adaptive LAIA algorithm leverages the diverse ratios of infrequently-accessed embeddings among embedding tables, and conducts partition decisions based on a subset of selective tables for the batch inputs partition. Therefore, it effectively meets various scheduling budgets with a high cache hit rate. Herald further identifies "which embeddings should be synchronized" for this iteration in conjunction with the batch partition result of the next iteration by enabling sample prefetching. Herald figures out a minimal list of embeddings that should be synchronized to minimize gradient transmissions via an optimal communication plan generator.

We have implemented Herald on top of HET [31] and evaluated it via extensive simulations and a small-scale testbed with 8 Nvidia 3090 GPU workers on typical real-world workloads. Evaluation results show that compared with HET, Herald reduces 48%-89% embedding transmissions. As a result, Herald delivers up to 2.11× and up to 1.61× better performance with TCP and RDMA, respectively, over 100 Gbps Ethernet for end-to-end DLRM training.

This paper makes the following contributions:

- We explore embedding scheduling as a new direction to accelerate DLRM training by leveraging two key characteristics of in-cache embedding accesses, i.e., predictability and infrequency.

- We design Herald, a real-time embedding scheduler to meet various scheduling budgets while preserving a high scheduling quality.

- We verify the benefit of embedding scheduling via testbed experiments on our Herald implementation.

This work does not raise any ethical issues. Herald is available at https://github.com/HKUST-SING/herald.

## 2 Background & Motivation

### 2.1 Deep Learning Recommendation

A deep learning recommendation system models the recommendation decision as a problem to predict the probability of a specific event, e.g., the likelihood of a web viewer watching the recommended content (video or article). To fully exploit high-dimensional (categorical) features, the technique of representation learning is widely applied to project a category ID to a dense feature vector, also called embedding. This embedding is used as a representation of the category ID to apply in numerical computation for recommendation processing.

**DLRM architecture.** Figure 1 illustrates the high-level architecture of a DLRM with the example of apps recommendation. There are two primary components: embedding tables and
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1. In this paper, we refer to hitting the latest version of an embedding in the cache as a cache hit for short.
2. We presented a preliminary idea of Herald in an earlier workshop paper [49].
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Figure 1: A high-level architecture of a typical DLRM with the example of apps recommendation.

Figure 2: The data flow of DLRM training in production environments. We omit the data flow of MLP synchronization, which is not the focus of this paper.

multi-layer perceptron (MLP). The DLRM leverages embedding tables to project sparse features into dense representations, i.e., embeddings, by looking up every table with the corresponding category IDs as indexes. All these dense features, including embeddings and dense inputs, are processed by the MLP layer for the final prediction result. The value of embeddings, together with the parameters in MLP, will be iteratively updated during the training process.

Overview of distributed DLRM training systems. Figure 2 shows the data flow of the typical distributed DLRM training [2, 21, 29, 38]. DLRM training systems usually support different types of data I/O interfaces, e.g., Hive and Kafka, to provide good compatibility for various scenarios. Given the diverse requirements on computing and memory for MLP and embedding tables, respectively, DLRM training systems tend to separate the training of these two components. They train the MLP layer on compute-optimized GPU workers with data parallelism. To accommodate the scaling up of embedding table sizes (tens of GBs to TBs [30, 47, 52–54]), they maintain embeddings in memory-optimized CPU PS. This separation design introduces significant communication overhead when applying BSP for the non-degraded and reproducible model accuracy [5, 22, 34, 38]. In every training iteration, workers pull embeddings from PS on demand and push embedding gradients to PS at the end of this iteration.

Embedding cache. Given the skewed popularity distribution of embeddings, recent work [3, 31, 52] reduces embedding communications by exploiting an embedding cache in GPU workers. However, a naive cache-enable system provides limited performance improvement for BSP training, as it saves an embedding pull only when the queried embedding hits the cache (with the latest version) and does not save any embedding synchronizations. Therefore, they optimize the communication cost by compromising the BSP training procedure. For example, HET [31] tolerates a bounded staleness of each embedding by tracking the embedding version. Upon retrieving an embedding from the cache, it first compares the local version with the global version in PS and only pulls the embedding from PS if the difference between these two versions exceeds a threshold. A similar behavior happens for gradient synchronizations. HET still communicates with PS in every iteration for version checking, but these costs are much smaller than those of embedding transmissions.

2.2 Embedding Communication Matters

To quantify the contribution of embedding communication in the end-to-end DLRM training with BSP, we study typical DLRM workloads as listed in Table 1.

Table 1: Workloads in our case studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W3 DeepFM [16]</td>
<td>Avazu [23]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W4 Deep &amp; Cross [43]</td>
<td>Criteo Sponsored Search [40]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: The number of embeddings used in an iteration increases with the per-worker batch size. The results are normalized to that number with a batch size of 64 for each workload. The number of distinct embeddings used in an iteration grows with a larger group of samples (a larger batch size). Figure 3 demonstrates that the number of distinct embeddings used in an iteration can increase by 2.7×–4.0× when the per-worker batch size increases from 64 to 256. However, the number of synchronized parameters in the MLP layer only depends on the MLP architecture, and thus does not change with the batch size.

We evaluate the distributed training efficiency of HET [31], the state-of-the-art cache-enabled embedding model training framework. The evaluation configuration follows the default setting as described in §6.1. We disable the embedding
prefetching\textsuperscript{4} to precisely quantify the embedding communication overhead and its breakdown. The result is shown in Figure 4, where the embedding communication overhead for many of these workloads is high despite using state-of-the-art communication libraries like NCCL, and consumes up to 63% of end-to-end DLRM training time. It is worth noting that the ratio of the communication time to the total training time may not monotonically increase with the embedding size (the number of dimensions of an embedding or the number of columns of embedding tables), as the embedding size increases both computation time and communication time.

The embedding communication includes worker pull and worker push, which can be caused by either cache miss or cache update. When a cache miss occurs, the worker will pull the required embedding and push an evicted embedding if the cache is full. For cache updates, the worker will push the embedding gradients and pull the required embeddings with the latest version updated by other workers. Based on our evaluation, cache update is the major reason that causes embedding transmissions (71%-95%). In terms of the communication direction, pull and push contribute to a similar overhead (less than 9% coefficient of variance).

3 Embedding Scheduling

To reduce the number of worker pulls/pushes during the training, we propose a new direction to accelerate distributed DLRM training without compromising the model accuracy: embedding scheduling, which utilizes an embedding scheduler to determine where embeddings should be trained and which embeddings should be synchronized.

3.1 Rationales

In the forward propagation, a cache hitting on the required embedding can prevent worker pull and potential worker push caused by a cache eviction. Therefore, the embeddings to be trained can be scheduled to appropriate workers, where the training embeddings in each worker are most likely to hit the cache. Meanwhile, accessing an embedding in the forward propagation will incur a corresponding update in the backward propagation. However, synchronizing every embedding update is unnecessary, even in synchronous training. The reason is that an embedding is related to a sparse feature, and this feature may not be trained in the following iterations by other workers. It may happen in two scenarios: (1) this feature does not appear in the later training samples, or (2) this feature is only trained by the same worker. In other words, the updated embeddings only need to be synchronized to PS when they are required by other workers in the following training. Putting all this together, we derive two philosophies to reduce the embedding transmissions:

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{P1.} training in-cache embeddings as much as possible, and
  \item \textbf{P2.} performing on-demand synchronizations.
\end{itemize}

These philosophies can be followed by proactively partitioning the batch samples among workers and identifying the necessary embeddings for synchronizations.

Figure 5 describes a contrived and illustrative example to elaborate on how embedding scheduling reduces communication overhead. The vanilla training without embedding scheduling (Figure 5b) neither optimizes for cache hit rate nor avoids unnecessary embedding synchronizations due to the ignorance of workers’ cache content and the following inputs. As a result, the cache miss or hit during the training is totally random, and every updated embedding should be synchronized. However, such embedding communication can be optimized with embedding scheduling (Figure 5c).

We can formulate the scheduling problem as a Markov Decision Process (MDP) as described in Appendix A. However, given the complexity of finding a globally optimal scheduling decision for the entire training process, we downgrade the scheduling problem to find a local quality decision for every iteration in this work.

3.2 Opportunities

Embedding scheduling is feasible given two characteristics of in-cache embedding accesses.\textbf{Predictability.} There are two prerequisites for embedding scheduling: knowing current cache snapshots as well as predicting and determining future embedding accesses. Fortunately, both are achievable in DLRM training. As modern training frameworks decouple the training computation and the input preparation, we can forecast and decide proper embedding accesses a-priori when proceeding with input generation for each worker. The input generation is usually performed in a data loader, which partitions a batch of inputs into multiple micro-batches for every worker. Meanwhile, maintaining cache snapshots in the data loader is trivial. Therefore,
3.3 Model Consistency Analysis

Accelerating distributed DLRM training under BSP with embedding scheduling can preserve model consistency and thus the exactly same model accuracy. Compared with vanilla distributed training, embedding scheduling makes two changes: a tailored input partition algorithm (vs. a random partition algorithm) and on-demand synchronizations (vs. full-set synchronizations). In BSP, on-demand synchronizations ensure that all workers use the latest parameters for the incoming training iteration, which is the same behavior as the vanilla distributed training performs.

We prove that the training model will not be affected by the choice of input partition algorithm under BSP. Considering a parameter optimizer followed by the SGD algorithm [14], the gradient calculation for model weights \( w \) on a given batch of \( n \) training samples is expressed as follows:

\[
\nabla W = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{\partial L(x, w)}{\partial w},
\]

where \( x_i \) is the \( i \)-th training sample of the batch, and \( L \) is the loss function. Based on Equation 1, the gradient of the batch is the sum of the individual gradient for each training sample in the batch. Since the individual gradient depends only on input samples and current model weights, which have been synchronized before this iteration begins under BSP, partitioning the batch into \( m \) micro-batches takes no effect on the gradient result:

\[
\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{\partial L(x, w)}{\partial w} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{m=1}^{n} \frac{\partial L(x_{ij}, w)}{\partial w},
\]

where \( x_{ij} \) is the \( j \)-th training sample in the \( i \)-th micro-batch (for worker \( i \)). Therefore, any partition result generated by any partition algorithm preserves the same gradients as in BSP throughout training and hence converges to the same model.

4 Design

Based on the above ideas, we design an embedding scheduler, called Herald, to accelerate distributed DLRM training on top of the state-of-the-art cache-PS architecture [3,31]. Real-time scheduling is a crucial property when 1) training over streaming samples [21,29,38], as pre-processing the whole dataset is difficult, if not impossible, in this case, and 2) the number of training iterations (scheduling decisions) is unpredictable. In this work, we target to support real-time scheduling, where only a few batch inputs instead of the whole dataset are available at a time and the available batch inputs keep updating during the training procedure. We leave discussions on breaking this assumption in §7.
4.1 Challenges

Integrating real-time embedding scheduling into training frameworks is challenging due to limited and varied scheduling budgets, i.e., the available scheduling time.

**Limited scheduling budget for real-time scheduling.** For a scheduling problem, there exists a tradeoff between scheduling quality and scheduling overhead. High-quality embedding scheduling can effectively reduce communication overhead, but at the cost of consuming a long scheduling time. Such long scheduling time, however, prevents the scheduling from being hidden by the iterative training, and thus introduces extra training overhead. The scheduling budget of real-time scheduling should be smaller than the iteration training time.

**Varied scheduling budgets across different workloads and training settings.** The scheduling budget is not static and is affected by many factors, including workload and training setting. We regard necessary iteration time, i.e., the training time excluding the embedding communication time in an iteration, as a valid scheduling budget, and show these results in Figure 7 with the same setting as Figure 4. It reveals an up to 78% coefficient of variance across different workloads within the same setting and an up to 67% coefficient of variance across different settings within the same workload. Varied scheduling budgets indicate that a static scheduling algorithm is not generic enough to support highly variant workloads and settings.

4.2 Overview

Figure 8 overviews Herald, which decouples the schedule targets to support real-time scheduling. Specifically, Herald determines "where embeddings should be trained" via an adaptive location-aware inputs allocation (§4.3), which meets varied scheduling budgets with a high cache hit rate. Herald determines "which embeddings should be synchronized" under a given inputs partition via an optimal communication plan generator (§4.4). The above scheduling process is executed on every worker instead of a centralized orchestrator, so that the scheduling can be computed locally to save the distribution time of scheduling results.

As discussed before (§3.1 and Appendix A), the scheduling scope in the current design choice is within the single batch to achieve a low scheduling overhead. Given a batch of inputs of iteration \( t \), Herald first generates a partition solution, which allocates each input to a proper worker for iteration \( t \) based on current embeddings’ location information. However, there is a lag in the generation of the communication plan, which depends on the requirements of the next iteration. To guarantee that each worker can retrieve the latest embeddings under the generated partition solution, Herald figures out an optimal communication plan, which lists a minimal list of embeddings that each worker should synchronize with PS, for the previous iteration, i.e., iteration \( t - 1 \). We discuss extending the scheduling scope to multiple batches in §7.

Figure 9 illustrates the data flow of the training with Herald. From a worker’s point of view, in every iteration, the worker receives both training samples and a communication plan from the data loader before proceeding computation, and synchronizes the embeddings listed in the communication plan after backward propagation. Due to the time lag of communication plan generation, Herald needs to partition the next batch inputs before proceeding to that batch, which is possible as prefetching next batch samples is already commonly adopted in today’s data loaders [1, 6, 36].

It is worth noting that Herald only controls the embedding update from workers to PS (i.e., worker push), but remains the update manner from PS to workers (i.e., worker pull) the same as existing cache systems operate. Herald relies on the internal cache consistency protocol in existing cache systems (e.g., version check in HET [31]) to pull the updated embeddings from PS and cache them in individual workers. Therefore, Herald preserves the same cache consistency as the underlying cache system. Moreover, as the cache miss results in only a minor fraction of embedding transmissions (§2.2), Herald does not optimize the policy of embedding...
Algorithm 1: Static L\textsubscript{AIA}

\textbf{input} : Batch samples (\textit{Inputs}) and worker list (\textit{Workers})
\textbf{output} : Inputs partition (\textit{Alloc})

1 Init \textit{Alloc};
2 Init all workers as available;
3 \textit{capacity} = \textit{size(\textit{Inputs})}/\textit{size(\textit{Workers})};
4 \textbf{for} \textit{i} in \textit{Inputs} \textbf{do}
5 \hspace{1em} \textbf{for} \textit{w} in \textit{Workers} \textbf{do}
6 \hspace{2em} \textit{score}_{(i,w)} = |\textit{cache}(w) \cap \textit{embs}(i)|;
7 \hspace{1em} \textbf{end}
8 \hspace{1em} Find worker \textit{w} with the largest score among the available workers;
9 \hspace{1em} \textit{Alloc}_{(i,w)} = 1;
10 \hspace{1em} \textbf{if} \sum_{w} \textit{Alloc}_{(i,w)} = \textit{capacity} \textbf{then}
11 \hspace{2em} Mark \textit{w} as unavailable;
12 \hspace{1em} \textbf{end}
13 \textbf{end}
14 \textbf{return} \textit{Alloc};

cache evictions caused by the cache miss to avoid additional scheduling overhead.

**Scheduling budget measurement.** To preserve real-time scheduling, the scheduling budget should not be larger than the iteration time, which consists of both computation time and communication time. However, with embedding scheduling, the communication depends heavily on the scheduling results, which are hard to predict precisely before training\(^6\). Therefore, we utilize the necessary iteration time (as defined in §4.1), which can be profiled in advance, as a loose scheduling budget. For Herald scheduling, as only the input partition can adapt to the scheduling budget, and the upper bound of the communication plan generation time is predictable given the workload and the training setting, the real scheduling budget used in Herald should be the necessary iteration time minus the communication plan generation time. As our measurement is conservative (by considering a loose metric), it is not likely to overestimate the scheduling budget. Furthermore, our evaluation (§6.2.2) shows that Herald is resilient to the underestimation of the scheduling budget.

4.3 Location-aware Inputs Allocation

We first elaborate a static L\textsubscript{AIA} algorithm that heuristically partitions batch inputs into proper workers based on the current cache snapshots and a full set of table information. Then we observe that embedding tables are not equally important for scheduling, with the diverse DoIs among embedding tables. Based on this observation, we introduce an adaptive L\textsubscript{AIA} algorithm, which conducts the partition with selective embedding tables to meet the scheduling budget.

\(^6\)Even during training, the communication time after scheduling can vary among iterations.

![Figure 10: The DoI of different embedding tables exhibits a large variance. Each line represents an embedding table.](image)

**Static L\textsubscript{AIA}**. As it is impractical to conduct a brute-force search in real time for the optimal partition solution that maximizes the cache hit rate, we propose a heuristic partition algorithm, L\textsubscript{AIA}, as shown in Algorithm 1. L\textsubscript{AIA} calculates a score to quantify the relevance between every input sample and worker (Line 6). The score is defined as the number of embeddings that reside in the worker cache (with the latest version) and are required by the input sample simultaneously. After scoring, L\textsubscript{AIA} allocates each input to the worker with the highest score (Line 8-9) while ensuring evenly distributed inputs among workers (Line 10-12).

Furthermore, when there is a tie in finding the largest score (Line 8), L\textsubscript{AIA} will randomly select a worker from the candidates. This randomization tends to evenly cache embeddings across all workers. Therefore, in the later scheduling, L\textsubscript{AIA} can achieve a good balance of the total score (i.e., cache hit rate) among workers. We do not proactively treat the load balance as a scheduling goal in Algorithm 1 for a low scheduling overhead. With consecutive iterations, L\textsubscript{AIA} moves towards gathering embeddings that tend to be accessed together in many training samples on the same worker.

**DoI diversity among tables.** We observe that since every embedding table represents a unique physical feature, the distribution of embedding popularities in different tables may exhibit different skewness and hence diverse table DoIs. Figure 10 shows this DoI variance, where we measure the DoI of an individual table as the ratio of the number of infrequently accessed embeddings over the total number of in-cache embeddings of this table. Among the profiled datasets (except for MovieLens 25M which has only two tables\(^7\)), there exist

\(^7\)For those datasets that have a small number of tables, although the DoI diversity is not obvious, they have a low demand for this property, as their scheduling overhead is inherently small.
both tables with consistently high DoI (> 99%) and tables with relatively low DoI (as low as < 1%). Recalling that the potential performance gain achieved by embedding scheduling comes from the infrequent embedding updates (§3.2), this DoI diversity indicates that the embedding tables are not equally important for scheduling.

**Being adaptive.** Based on the above observation, we can accommodate Algorithm 1 to varied scheduling budgets. In Algorithm 1, scoring (Line 4-7) is one of the most time-consuming functions due to its three-layer loop, including inputs iteration, workers iteration, and tables iteration (implicitly shown in Line 6). Therefore, by only considering scheduling-worthy (i.e., high-DoI) embedding tables, the time overhead of scoring and thus Algorithm 1 can be reduced. Given the scheduling budget, we can determine the maximum number, $k$, of embedding tables that should be considered in scoring.

**Table profiling.** To identify the $k$ embedding tables with the highest DoI in runtime, we incorporate a table profiler into Herald to continuously measure the DoI of each table. Specifically, the profiler counts the appearance of every embedding in every batch input and maintains the DoI of each table dynamically. The profiling runs parallel to the allocation function to avoid interference with the scheduling process. The profiler periodically updates the $k$ embedding tables with the highest DoI to LAA for scheduling. The interval to update the profiling result can be decided by either the change of the selective embedding tables or the profiling time.

### 4.4 Communication Plan Generation

To figure out the necessarily synchronized embeddings for on-demand synchronizations, we introduce a concept of embedding dependency. An embedding dependency appears when an embedding with the latest version is cached on a worker and there are other workers assigned to train this embedding in this iteration. The worker caching the latest version should synchronize this embedding to PS before the iteration begins. Therefore, all embedding dependencies of this iteration become the communication plan of the previous iteration. As discussed in §4.2, Herald can timely generate the communication plan with the inputs prefetching.

Based on the above idea, Herald generates the communication plan for each worker given the inputs partition result of the next iteration, as described in Algorithm 2. The $\text{embs\_by\_others}$ are all embeddings required by workers except for worker $w$ itself (Line 2) in the next inputs, and the embedding dependencies (communication plan) of worker $w$ are the intersection of $\text{embs\_by\_others}$ and its cached embeddings (Line 3). The generated communication plan is optimal between two iterations, as it contains the minimal list of embeddings required by other workers in the next iteration. Since we focus on the PS architecture, the embedding dependencies of a worker do not need to be distinguished among target workers. We will discuss how to support on-demand synchronization with peer-to-peer communication in Appendix B.

### Algorithm 2: Embedding dependency generation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm 2: Embedding dependency generation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>input</strong> : Batch samples ($\text{Inputs}$), worker list ($\text{Workers}$), and inputs allocation ($\text{Alloc}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>output</strong> : Embedding dependency ($\text{Dep}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 <strong>for</strong> $w$ in $\text{Workers}$ <strong>do</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 $\text{embs_by_others} = \text{embs}(\text{Inputs} - \text{Alloc}_w)$;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 $\text{Dep}_w = \text{embs_by_others} \cap \text{cache}(w)$;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 <strong>end</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 <strong>return</strong> $\text{Dep}$;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5 Implementation

We have implemented a system prototype of Herald with C++ and Python. Besides the design described in §4, Herald maintains cache snapshots of all workers inside the scheduler to provide information on embedding locations. These cache snapshots are used for the scoring function in inputs allocation, and updated at the end of the allocation based on the partition result, which avoids synchronizations among schedulers in different workers. Cache snapshots follow the same caching policy as workers’ for consistency.

**HET plugin.** We have integrated Herald in HET⁸. We replace the data loader implementation in HET with communication plan support. Herald data loader returns training samples and synchronized embedding indexes as sparse inputs. To support prefetching batch inputs while preventing from interfering with the training process, Herald is launched by dedicated threads, and the scheduling results from Herald are transmitted to the data loader via shared memory.

**Multi-threading.** We utilize spare CPU resources to accelerate the scheduling by enabling multi-threading. We manage a thread pool for multi-threading processing. The parallelism can be easily applied to most Herald functions, including scoring (Line 4-7 in Algorithm 1), cache snapshots update, and communication plan generation (Algorithm 2). However, it is non-trivial to parallelize the function of worker allocation (Line 8-12 in Algorithm 1) due to its dependency between two allocation actions. Preserving the consistency of the allocation result inevitably introduces a lock and limits the parallelism of this function. We implement two versions of the worker allocation function: a single-threading version and a lock-free multi-threading version which may compromise the result consistency. In the multi-threading version, we evenly divide the worker capacity and training samples among threads. Therefore, each thread can independently allocate its samples to the workers without considering the allocation result of other threads. The allocation result of each thread is then merged into the final allocation.

⁸https://github.com/Hsword/Hetu
6 Evaluation

Our evaluation seeks to answer the following three questions:

**How does Herald improve cache embedding communication overhead?** Simulation experiments (§6.2.1) with representative datasets show that Herald reduces the average number of embedding transmissions by 48%-89%, where LAIA algorithm contributes to the major improvement according to the performance breakdown.

**How lightweight and effective is Herald for real-time and adaptive scheduling?** Deep dive profiling (§6.2.2) on Herald shows that even adopting the single-threading worker allocation function, multi-threading benefits 92% of scheduling time. Furthermore, adaptive Herald preserves consistently high scheduling quality with less than 1.11 × transmission increase compared with static Herald across different scales of training clusters.

**How does Herald perform in end-to-end DLRM training?** Testbed experiments (§6.3) with real-world DLRM show that Herald provides 1.09 × 2.11 × and 1.02 × 1.61 × speedup over HET in end-to-end training with TCP and RDMA, respectively, over 100 Gbps Ethernet. Herald preserves the effectiveness in the multi-GPU and multi-node scenario.

### 6.1 Evaluation Settings

Our evaluations include both cache simulation for micro-benchmarks and testbed for end-to-end training. Unless mentioned otherwise, both the simulation and testbed contain 8 workers and 1 PS. Each worker contains an embedding cache following LRU policy. The embedding cache can house 10% of PS-side embedding tables, following the caching strategy studied in [25,31,48]. We adopt the single-threading version of the worker allocation function whenever possible for the best scheduling quality, and adopt the multi-threading version when evaluating the scalability of LAIA algorithm (§6.2.2). The default thread pool size in Herald is 16.

**Testbed.** Both workers and PS are equipped with a 20-core Intel Xeon Gold 5218R CPU at 2.1 GHz and 64 GB (256 GB in PS) of RAM. Each worker is also equipped with an Nvidia 3090 GPU. These workers and PS are connected at 100 Gbps Ethernet with Mellanox ConnectX-5 NICs. The default underlying transport is TCP. We also incorporate RDMA into HET implementation. All machines run Ubuntu 18.04 (Linux 5.4.0), CUDA 11.3.1\(^9\), cuDNN 8.2.0, and NCCL 2.9.9.

**Baseline.** We compare Herald with HET [31] and FAE [3]. FAE is designed in a static caching manner. For a fair comparison, we implement FAE on top of HET. As discussed in §4 and §8, both baselines reduce the embedding transmissions by compromising model accuracy and are orthogonal to Herald. Therefore, we adopt vanilla BSP training in HET and FAE. Other settings are configured as same as Herald. Baselines and Herald leverage a hybrid synchronization model [24, 25, 31, 48].

\(^9\)We upgrade HET from CUDA 10 to CUDA 11.

### 6.2 Micro-benchmarks

**6.2.1 Cache Performance**

We first study the cache behaviors by comparing Herald with vanilla training manner, i.e., a random inputs partition and full-set embedding synchronizations.

**Cache behaviors.** Figure 11 shows the number of cache embedding transmissions by normalizing to that of vanilla training across different datasets. Overall, applying Herald can reduce 48%-89% embedding transmissions. We further decompose the cache embedding transmissions based on the communication direction. It shows that Herald effectively reduces the number of worker pulls by 43%-88% and worker pushes by 51%-90%.

**Improvement breakdown.** To figure out the reason behind these improvements, we further break down the contribution made by each optimization with the Criteo AD dataset (W1), as shown in Table 2. We find that LAIA contributes to the major improvements. For worker pull, LAIA distributes the embeddings required by inputs to most likely hit worker caches (reducing the number of worker pulls by 54%). Meanwhile, the worker push performance is jointly optimized by LAIA and communication plan, where the location-aware partition mechanism reduces embedding dependencies while on-demand synchronizations make such dependencies reduction benefit to embedding transmissions reduction. Therefore, the optimization of LAIA and communication plan alone only reduces the number of worker pushes by 17% and 13%, respectively, but the combination of the two, i.e., Herald, can reduce the number of worker pushes by 63%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optimization</th>
<th>Reduced embedding transmissions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pull</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanilla (w/o embedding scheduling)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAIA (§4.3)</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication plan (§4.4)</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herald</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Breakdown of contribution by each optimization with the W1 dataset.

where MLP parameters are synchronized in ring-based all-reduce and embedding parameters are synchronized with PS. Baselines and Herald enable the embedding prefetching.

**Workloads.** We use four real-world models with representative datasets for end-to-end experiments, as listed in Table 1. We exclude the first 10 iterations for warm-up and report the performance for the subsequent iterations. We do not include training accuracy results because Herald can preserve a consistent model accuracy, as analyzed in §3.3. The default batch size is 128 in the simulation and 256 in the testbed, and the default embedding size is 512. Since Herald with multi-threading can meet the scheduling budget of the above workloads in the default training setting based on our evaluation (§6.2.2), we adopt static LAIA (Algorithm 1) rather than its adaptive version in end-to-end experiments by default.
6.2.2 Scheduler Performance

We profile the Herald scheduler overhead with the same machine as the testbed (§6.1) to evaluate its time consumption and scheduling quality. In this part, we focus on the Criteo AD dataset only.

Overhead breakdown. Through our measurement, the per-batch scheduling overhead is 7.7 ms (16 threads) on average. Figure 12 shows the breakdown of this scheduling overhead, where the major overhead is caused by the scoring function, consuming 3.2 ms (42%). 92% of the overhead, including scoring, cache snapshots update, and communication plan generation, are accelerated by multi-threading. Although the worker allocation function runs in a single thread, it contributes to only 0.6 ms (8%) overhead.

Scalability of adaptive LAIA. We further evaluate the adaptiveness of LAIA across different scales of training clusters. We assume that the scheduling budget does not change when increasing the scale of training clusters. Thereby, we find the number of tables that LAIA can be considered during the scoring, so that the whole scheduling time is not larger than the scheduling budget, i.e., 18.2 ms in this case. In this experiment, we use a multi-threading worker allocation function for adaptive LAIA. We report the results of different cluster scales, where the number of selective tables is smaller than the total number of tables (i.e., 26) in Criteo AD dataset. The increased transmissions are the ratio of the embedding transmissions incurred by adaptive LAIA to that incurred by static LAIA. As shown in Figure 13, adaptive LAIA introduces less than 1.11 × transmissions increase by scoring with at least 4 tables. This result indicates that LAIA is scalable and adaptive to different scales of training clusters. Moreover, it also reveals that LAIA is resilient to the underestimation of the scheduling budget by preserving a high scheduling quality with a small set of selective tables.

Herald vs. brute-force search. The performance of Herald compared with the brute-force search is shown in Appendix C due to the space limitation.

6.3 End-to-end Training

We demonstrate that Herald accelerates end-to-end training, improves scalability, and preserves performance superiority even under limited cache sizes and large-scale clusters.

Training speedup. Figure 14 shows the training speedup of Herald over HET across different workloads. We observe that Herald can achieve 1.09 × 2.11 × speedup over TCP and 1.02 × 1.61 × over RDMA. Specifically, we find that the speedup of W1 is the highest among all, which accords with the results in Figure 4 that W1 has the highest embedding communication ratio. The above speedups are attributed to the communication reduction of Herald in the number of embedding transmissions, as explained in §6.2.1.

Scalability. The high training performance makes the distributed training system more scalable. We evaluate the scalability of Herald and HET with the metric of scaling factor defined as in [51]:

\[
\text{Scaling factor} = \frac{T_N}{T_{\text{single worker}}} = \frac{\text{Throughput of a single worker}}{\text{Overall throughput of a cluster with } N \text{ workers}}
\]

Therefore, we can score with a larger number of embedding tables in adaptive LAIA than we report.
Training performance under limited cache sizes. Given the ever-expanding size of the embedding tables and the relatively slow evolution of accelerator device memory, it is likely that the ratio of in-cache embeddings becomes smaller. We study the impact of different embedding cache sizes on W1. The cache ratio, i.e., the ratio of the number of in-cache embeddings to the total number of embeddings, ranges from 4% to 10%. As shown in Figure 16, Herald preserves the performance superiority over HET and the speedup (1.97 × - 2.15 ×) does not vary a lot across different sizes of embedding cache. The reason is that, as discussed in §2.2, embedding transmissions are dominated by the embedding update, and this dominance holds across different embedding cache sizes. Therefore, the distributed DLRM training framework still benefits from reducing embedding pulls and pushes in embedding updates even under a small embedding cache size. This experiment verifies the consistent effectiveness of Herald under limited cache sizes.

Compared with FAE (static caching). FAE [3] is quite a different cache model from Herald and HET. First, FAE is a static cache, i.e., the cached embeddings are predetermined and fixed before training. Second, all workers in FAE cache exactly the same embeddings, and they synchronize all cached embeddings with all-reduce as dense parameters. We build FAE-like static caching on top of HET. Our FAE-HET implementation supports caching at most 1% embeddings in each worker and training workloads with a per-worker batch size of 128. For implementation efficiency, we change embedding interactions from concatenation to sum pooling in all workloads. As shown in Figure 17, Herald outperforms FAE with a 1.67× – 51.59× speedup. The huge improvement mainly comes from two reasons. First, since Herald’s workers can cache arbitrary embeddings, Herald’s overall cache size is larger than FAE’s, thus leading to a higher cache hit rate. Second, the embedding scheduling in Herald further improves the efficiency of the cache usage (by reducing the number of worker pulls and worker pushes) compared with FAE.

Multi-GPU and multi-node scenario. Lastly, we evaluate Herald in a multi-GPU and multi-node testbed, consisting of 10 × 8-GPU servers as workers. Each worker contains 80 CPU cores, and the thread pool size is also set to 80. The other settings remain the same as the default. At such a large scale, Herald adopts adaptive scheduling (§4.3) to bound the scheduling time. Figure 18 shows the results. By comparing to HET, Herald can achieve 1.02× – 1.60× speedup among four workloads by leveraging 77%–100% of tables for scheduling. We further evaluate the Herald performance when increasing the number of servers for PS on the W1 workload. As shown in Figure 19, the improvement of Herald may have a slight decrease (achieving about 1.4× speedup) when the capability of PS increases. The reason is that increasing the number of servers for PS can relieve or even eliminate the network bottleneck in the PS architecture [41].

7 Discussions

Scheduling without batch prefetching. If the streaming dataset only provides a single batch of inputs at a time, i.e., no batch prefetching support, Herald will fail to generate communication plans for the on-demand synchronizations. In this case, Herald’s L drain algorithm still works to provide a cache-friendly inputs partition. Based on the optimization breakdown (Table 2), scheduling with only L drain can preserve a considerable overall improvement.

Scheduling among multiple batches. If the scheduling budget is sufficient or even unlimited (offline scheduling in this case), Herald’s scheduling scope can be extended to multiple batches to achieve a better scheduling quality.

Inputs partition. Instead of finding a locally high-scoring allocation of a single batch as in Algorithm 1, the partition algorithm for multiple batches should seek an allocation with a globally high score. However, searching for such globally high-scoring allocation is onerous, as allocation scores are dependent on batches. Different allocation results of the front batch may result in totally different cache snapshots, and thus affect the allocation score of the following batch. A potential
heuristic method to reduce the exploration space is to leverage the power of two choices [32], which considers the top-2 highest scoring allocations of a batch, explores the next batch based on these two allocations in parallel, and finally returns the allocation with the highest overall scoring.

Beyond preserving the same batch order when allocating the multi-batch inputs, there exists work to reorder inputs among training iterations for embedding transmissions saving [4]. However, the non-random ordering of training samples may increase the gradient variance during the SGD training and lead to overfitting, as the model may learn some spurious patterns from these handcrafted sample orders [13].

**Communication plan generation.** In current practice, workers may execute different sizes of communication plans in an iteration. This kind of work imbalance will result in idle workers at the synchronous barrier of the iteration. This issue can be improved by considering multiple batches when generating the communication plan for both embedding pull and push, as discussed in Appendix A, with additional embedding dependency checking. For embedding pull, the worker can prefetch an embedding if it is not trained by other workers until the time this worker accesses it. For embedding push, the worker can synchronize more embeddings beyond the requirement in the next iteration. Based on this idea, we can re-schedule communication plans to balance the communication workload among workers, and thus reduce the overall communication time.

## 8 Related Work

**Distributed recommendation systems.** Several specialized systems have been proposed for scalable and efficient training upon DLRMs. Persia [28] advocates mixing the synchronous and asynchronous mechanisms to update MLP and embedding tables, respectively. However, the asynchronous scheme is not scalable and can compromise accuracy with an increasing number of workers [34]. XDL [21] proposes optimizations including hierarchical sample compression, workflow pipeline, and zero copy. It provides systematical optimizations on the DLRM training pipeline, and can benefit from the embedding scheduling to further optimize inter-worker/PS communication. We acknowledge that the embedding scheduling only works for data parallelism. For the system adopting a hybrid parallelism strategy, like Neo [33], embedding scheduling can provide a partial system acceleration.

**Communication acceleration.** There are many efforts exerted to accelerate communication for deep learning training. A line of work speeds up individual messages with efficient collective communication design. Besides those designed for deep neural networks [8, 35, 39, 41, 42, 45], many collective communication approaches [11, 24, 27, 37] are proposed to optimize the synchronization of sparse parameters. Another line of work exploits communication scheduling [18, 20, 50], which organizes the message transmission order of different layers to overlap communication with computation. All the above communication acceleration methods try to answer "how to efficiently transmit messages". In contrast, Herald accelerates communication by answering "which messages should be transmitted".

**Serving large embedding tables.** There are two common architectures to resolve the large memory requirement on embedding tables. The first one applies model parallelism directly across multiple GPU workers, where each GPU stores a shard of tables on its high-bandwidth memory (HBM) [27, 44]. However, this manner is sub-optimal, as the GPU resource is usually scarce and expensive. The second architecture is the cache-PS architecture [52] as the focus of this paper. This architecture leverages the skewness feature of datasets to accelerate embedding accesses with high popularity, while Herald further identifies the infrequency feature among those cached embeddings. To reduce the communication between cache and PS, existing works apply accuracy-compromising optimizations including oversampling hot inputs (accessing only hot embeddings) [3], reordering training samples among batches [4], and updating embeddings with staleness-tolerance [31]. On the contrary, Herald optimizes the embedding communication with embedding scheduling, which can preserve the model (accuracy) consistency theoretically. Moreover, when the accuracy is not that sensitive, Herald can also benefit from the above philosophies to optimize the scheduling process. Another orthogonal line of optimization focuses on cache prefetching by scheduling the embedding IO and the computation inside a worker [5, 15, 25].

## 9 Conclusion

This paper presents Herald, a runtime embedding scheduler for efficient cache-enabled recommendation model training. By leveraging the predictability and infrequency of embedding cache accesses, Herald applies an adaptive location-aware inputs allocation mechanism and an on-demand synchronization strategy to reduce the embedding transmissions between workers and PS during training. Extensive experimental results show that Herald can significantly reduce the embedding communication overhead and thus boost the end-to-end recommendation model training.
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A The Problem Definition of Embedding Scheduling

Prerequisites. Considering a distributed learning system with $n$ workers and a per-worker batch size of $m$, the overall batch size is $n \times m$. The embedding table length, i.e., the total number of embeddings in the table, is $d$. The total number of iterations is $T$. The goal of embedding scheduling is to minimize the communication overhead, specifically the operation time of push and pull operations between workers and the PS.

For modeling simplicity, we delay the operation of the embedding push to the next iteration without violating the BSP training. In this model, an iteration proceeds with the following operations: retrieving the batch inputs, pushing the embeddings, pulling the embeddings, DLRM forward propagation, DLRM backward propagation, and dense parameter synchronization. There exists a synchronous barrier between two operations. Finally, we can model the problem as a Markov Decision Process (MDP) with the following components.

State space $S$. An iteration can be described by a state including the training batch of the current iteration and the current state of embeddings. The training batch is related to the dataset and the current iteration number. The state of embeddings $S$ is a matrix with $d$ rows and $n + 1$ columns, where the value of $s_{i,j}$ is 1 if the $j$-th worker ($j=n+1$ refers to the PS) has the latest version of the $i$-th embedding, a value between 0 to 1 if the $j$-th worker has a non-aggregated gradient (a partially aggregated gradient for PS) of the $i$-th embedding, and 0 for the rest.

Action space $A$. The action space is defined by three action matrices: a sample assignment matrix $P$, an embedding push matrix $Q$, and an embedding pull matrix $R$. State actions are enforced based on these three matrices sequentially.

$P$ is a matrix with $n \times m$ rows and $n$ columns, where the value of $p_{i,j}$ is 1 if the $i$-th sample is assigned to the $j$-th worker, and 0 otherwise. Each sample can only be assigned to one worker, i.e., $\sum_j p_{i,j} = 1$. The sample assignment matrix $P$ can transfer to the embedding assignment matrix $U$ according to the accessing embeddings of each sample. The embedding assignment matrix $U$ is a matrix with $d$ rows and $n$ columns, where the value of $u_{i,j}$ is 1 if the $i$-th embedding is assigned to the $j$-th worker, and 0 otherwise.

$Q$ is a matrix with $d$ rows and $n$ columns, where the value of $q_{i,j}$ is 1 if the $j$-th worker pushes the $i$-th embedding to the PS, and 0 otherwise. $Q$ should preserve the availability of the latest version of embeddings at PS if this embedding is not available by its assigning workers:

$$q_{i,j} = 1, \text{ if } 0 < s_{i,j} < 1 \text{ and } \sum_{j' \in n} u_{i,j'} = 1$$

$$\text{or } s_{i,j} = 1 \text{ and } s_{i,m+1} = 0 \text{ and } \sum_{j' \in n, j' \neq j} u_{i,j'} = 1$$

$R$ is a matrix with $d$ rows and $n$ columns, where the value of $r_{i,j}$ is 1 if the $j$-th worker pulls $i$-th embedding from the PS, and 0 otherwise. $R$ is subject to two rules that ① the worker
should pull the assigning embedding if it does not maintain the latest version of this embedding, and 2 the PS has the latest version of the embedding when there is a pull request:

1. \( r_{i,j} = 1 \), if \( u_{i,j} = 1 \) and \( s_{i,j} \neq 1 \)
2. \( r_{i,j} = 1 \Rightarrow s_{i,n+1} = 1 \)

There is an implicit assumption that the PS has the latest version of the \( i \)-th embedding when performing rule 1. This assumption is maintained by \( Q \).

State transition. The transition of the training batch is trivial. In terms of the state of embeddings, the transition is as follows: for \( j \in [1, n] \) (workers),

\[
s'_{i,j} = \begin{cases} 
\frac{1}{\sum_{j' \in A} u_{i,j'}} & \text{if } u_{i,j} = 1 \\
0 & \text{if } u_{i,j} = 0 \text{ and } \exists j' \text{ such that } u_{i,j'} = 1 \\
\min(s_{i,j}, \frac{1}{\sum_{j' \in A} u_{i,j'}}) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

for \( j = n + 1 \) (PS),

\[
s'_{i,n+1} = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } \sum_{j' \in A} u_{i,j'} > 1 \\
\min(1, s_{i,n+1} + \sum_{j' \in A} q_{i,j'} = 1 s_{i,j'}) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

Reward function \( R \). The reward is the negative of the communication latency. We assume the latency to push or pull an embedding remains the same. Since we preserve a strict order between the operations of push and pull, and the latency of these two operations depends on the worker with the largest workload, we define the reward function as follows:

\[
R(s, a) = -[\max_j \sum_{i=1}^d q_{i,j} + \max_j \sum_{i=1}^d r_{i,j}]
\]

Objective. Based on the above-defined MDP, our objective is to find a policy \( \pi(S) \rightarrow A \) that maps states to actions, which maximizes the expected cumulative reward \( E \left[ \sum_{t=0}^{T} R(S_t, A_t) \right] \).

A conventional solution to solve the above problem is dynamic programming. However, it does not work well in practice given the curse of dimensionality (the number of iterations in this problem), not to mention the fact that sometimes it is difficult to retrieve the entire dataset in advance from the streaming data and hard to predict the number of training iterations. Herald focuses on single batch scheduling, i.e., finding a quality action for the current state to get a high reward. Therefore, both the pull operation and the push operation perform on demand, and existing cache systems (like HET [31]) work with on-demand embedding pulls by design. Moreover, delaying the push operation after retrieving the batch inputs may be different from the practice, where the embedding push operation happens during the synchronization of the previous iteration. According to our analysis, the push action \( Q \) is mainly affected by the sample assignment. Therefore, in practice, we can decide on the push operation with an early sample assignment for the next iteration.

![Figure 20: Herald vs. brute-force search (scheduling time is in log scale).](image)

**B Point-to-point Embedding Synchronization**

In this paper, we follow the same distributed cache model as HET’s [31], where each worker only communicates with PS. In this cache model, embedding synchronization requires at least two steps, one worker push and one worker pull. We can reduce the synchronization path to one step by direct P2P synchronization between two workers. Moreover, P2P embedding synchronization can eliminate the potential network bottleneck caused by the PS architecture [41]. Herald can support P2P embedding synchronization by distinguishing synchronization targets during the communication plan generations. These targets finally become a receiving communication plan to indicate which embeddings would be received in an iteration for each worker.

**C Herald vs. Brute-force Scheduling**

To evaluate the effectiveness of Herald scheduler, we also implement a scheduler that leverages brute-force search as the baseline. The brute-force search scheduler explores all possible allocations and returns an allocation that incurs minimal embedding transmissions. Since the search space expands exponentially with the number of workers and per-worker batch size, we restrict the per-worker batch size to 1. We define the scheduling quality of Herald as the ratio of the number of embedding transmissions incurred by the brute-force search scheduler to that incurred by Herald.

We measure the scheduling quality and the scheduling time across different numbers of workers and report their average values for 90 iterations after 10 warm-ups used to fill the cache. For easy parallelism, the thread pool size is identical to the number of workers for both schedulers. Figure 20 demonstrates that Herald can achieve a scheduling quality from 0.45 to 0.57, indicating that there is still room to exploit embedding scheduling in the future. In terms of scheduling time, Herald consistently preserves a low scheduling overhead (< 0.7 ms). Meanwhile, the scheduling time of the brute-force search scheduler increases rapidly, consuming up to a few seconds when there are more than 10 workers in this tiny search space. This result reveals that the brute-force search scheduler is impractical for large-scale DLRM training.